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Notice
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons,
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to,
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.

Douglas Holland, KPMG

FOREIGN INCOME FORMS
FOR CORPORATE TAXPAYERS

Disclaimer
ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR
WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY ANY PERSON OR
ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY
BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING
OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS
ADDRESSED HEREIN.
You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any
and all persons, without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or
both, of any transaction described in the associated materials we provide to
you, including, but not limited to, any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax
analyses contained in those materials.
The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on
authorities that are subject to change. Applicability of the information to
specific situations should be determined through consultation with your tax
adviser.
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Form 8832:
Entity Classification
Election

Form 8832: Purpose
• Election filed only to:
• Elect classification other than the “default”

• Change classifications
• Protective elections are permitted.
• Invalid unless all information provided
• If other U.S. filings required:
• Attach Form 8832
• If no U.S. filings required:
• Attach Form 8832 to U.S. filings of any direct/indirect owner
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Form 8832: Choice Of Entity Approach
• Form 8832 permits taxpayers to generally choose between disregarded
entity and corporate treatment for business entities with a single owner, or
between partnership and corporate treatment when multiple owners.

• Consider associated go-forward filing requirements for foreign entities
• Form 5471 for controlled foreign corporations (CFCs), Form 8865 for
controlled foreign partnerships (CFPs), Form 8858 for foreign disregarded
entities
• Electing flow-through treatment of foreign subs can generate need for
foreign tax credit forms (1116 for individuals, 1118 for corporations); dual
consolidated loss and 987 QBU monitoring.

• Election itself can produce filing requirements from attendant deemed
transactions.
• Form 926 for “outbound” transfers to foreign corporations, Schedule O of Form
8865 for transfers to foreign partnerships
• Form 5471 reporting (including Schedule O), possible Treasury Reg. 1.367(b)1 notice for converting foreign corporate subsidiary to flow-through
© 2012 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated
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Form 8832: Missed Filings
• As a regulatory election (Treasury Reg. 301.7701-3), a missed or
deficient Form 8832 filing could generally be cured through “9100 relief”
in Treasury Reg. 301.9100-3.
• Results in PLR from IRS national office, granting permission to file late
election
• User fee, administrative and advisor costs
• IRS has issued two revenue procedures aimed at streamlining this
process in certain circumstances.
• Rev. Proc. 2009-41 — for certain late elections
• Rev. Proc. 2010-32 — for certain “mistaken” elections
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Rev. Proc. 2009-41
• Requirements:
• Prior treatment and reporting consistent with desired classification
• Demonstrate reasonable cause for missed election
• Relief requested within 3 years and 75 days of election’s desired effective
date
• Applies both to “initial” elections (i.e., when entity formed or when a
foreign entity first becomes “relevant”) and to changes, so long as missing
Form 8832 is only reason for not having desired classification
• Consistency rule looks to whether taxpayer has filed income tax or
information return for the entity. For newly formed or relevant entities, this
can effectively shift 75-day window out to the due date of U.S. return for the
initial year (assuming reasonable cause requirement can be satisfied).
• If the taxpayer had always meant flow-through but mistakenly left for default
as corporate, however, and filed as corporate for intervening years, then
must seek 9100 relief
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Rev. Proc. 2009-41: Common Filing Errors
• Failure to properly identify the affected person(s) and obtain signatures
for required declaration
• Inadequate explanation of reasonable cause; what is “reasonable cause”?

• Demonstrating that taxpayer(s) acted reasonably and in good faith as
defined in Reg. Sect. 301.9100-3(b)
• Intervening event(s),

• Reasonable diligence yet unaware of election, or
• Reliance upon tax professional
• Unless:

■ Sect. 6662 penalty applicable,
■ Chose not to make election, or
■ Uses hindsight
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Rev. Proc. 2010-32: Mistaken Number Of Tax Owners
• Aimed at resolving validity questions re: “incorrect” elections for
foreign eligible entities that result from reasonable misunderstandings
about the number of members and available classification

• For example, electing disregarded entity status because taxpayer
believes a foreign eligible entity only has one owner, but it is later
determined that there are multiple owners
• See notes below about second/nominee shareholders in foreign
jurisdiction
• Debt investment in entity was later determined to represent equity, for
U.S. tax purposes.

• Applies to eligible foreign entities that would default to corporate
status, the entity and its “owner(s)” have treated the entity consistent
with the prior reasonable classification; and statute of limitations open
for all years vis-à-vis when election was made
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Rev. Proc. 2010-32: Mistaken Number of Tax Owners (Cont.)
• IRS will treat an initial election as a valid election for the correct
treatment, so long as amended returns and a corrected Form 8832 are
filed to conform to the correct treatment and, again, the statute of
limitations is still open.
• Unlike late election relief under Rev. Proc. 2009-41, this does not
apparently require separate demonstration of “reasonable cause.”
• Only that taxpayer’s mistaken belief was based on a “reasonable”
assumption?
• Part II of current Form 8832 for late election relief is only for 2009-31.
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Form 8858: Information
Return of U.S. Persons
With Respect To Foreign
Disregarded Entities

Form 8858: Purpose And Scope
• Required of certain U.S. persons to report ownership in foreign
disregarded entities

• Announcement 2004-4 (2004-1 C.B. 357): “The Service has had
significant difficulties administering the relevant provisions of the tax law
because the information reporting requirements [e.g., under Section
6038 — Forms 5471 and 8865] still date from a time when the
substantive entity classification rules did not contemplate disregarded
entities.”
•Required disclosures include: Identifying information, income
statement, exchange gain or loss information, balance sheet and
specific questions; and then a U.S. taxable income or earnings and
profits calculation, aimed at the U.S. tax gain or loss attributable to the
FDE

• Also, Schedule M requires information concerning related party
transactions in which the FDE is owned by a CFC or CFP (but not
required where directly underneath a U.S. owner).
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Form 8858: Definitions And Filers
• Foreign disregarded entity (FDE)
• A business entity that is not formed in the U.S. and is treated for U.S. tax purposes as
disregarded as an entity separate from its owner pursuant to a CTB election (Treas. Reg.
§301.7701-2 and 3)
• Form 8858 does not apply to a “true branch” (unincorporated operation, such as a rep
office or permanent establishment).
• Tax owner of the FDE

• Person that is treated as owning the assets and liabilities of the FDE, for U.S. federal tax
purposes
• Direct owner of the FDE
• Legal owner of the FDE

•Persons required to file
• U.S. persons that are tax owners of FDEs
• Category 4 (control) and Category 5 (USSH) filers of Form 5471, with respect to a CFC
that is the tax owner of a FDE
• Category 1 (control) and Category 2 (less than 50%, but overall US-controlled) filers of
Form 8865, with respect to a CFP that is the tax owner of a FDE
© 2012 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated
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Form 8858: Definitions
Tax Owner and Direct Owner Example
Definitions and filings

USP
US

60%

Sarl

LU

• GmbH 1 is the direct owner of
Gmbh 2.
• Sarl is the direct owner of GmbH 1.
• Sarl is the tax owner of both Gmbh
1 and GmbH 2.

GmbH 1
DE

GmbH 2
DE

• USP, as a Category 1 (>50%)
Form 8865 filer of Sarl, is
responsible for the Form 8858s for
GmbH 1 and GmbH 2.
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Form 8858: Gating Issue — Second Or Nominee Shareholders
• To elect FDE status, the foreign business entity must be considered only have one
owner, from a U.S. tax perspective. Numerous foreign countries, however (for example,
Mexico and other Latin and South American countries) often require more than one
shareholder for a company, as a legal and corporate matter.
• IRS has suggested (not in official public guidance) that a second shareholder or
owner can be disregarded in some circumstances, and that some older classification
authorities (Culbertson, Luna, etc.) are still relevant in the “check-the-box” world.
• See, e.g., PLR 200201024 (per se corporation that was an LLC member under
state law was ruled not a U.S. tax owner, when in function an accommodation
party that would make it harder for LLC to enter bankruptcy or impair creditor’s
rights; second “member” had no capital, right to profits or losses, or to any
property upon liquidation); see also PLRs 199911033 and 199914006
• What if the second shareholder that is required under foreign law has “real”
economics, in the sense of being legally able to vote on shares, entitlement to
proportionate (however small) distributions and liquidation rights, etc.?
• Struggle for clear and consistent themes on when or if a second owner can be
ignored, or how large a specific % is needed to choose partnership status
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Form 8858: Unique Schedules
• Schedule C-1, §987 Gain or Loss
Information
• Schedule G, Other Information
• Schedule M, Transactions Between
Foreign Disregarded Entity of a
Foreign Tax Owner and the Filer or
Other Related Entities
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Form 8858: Schedule G “Other Information” Questions
1. Ownership in any trust?
2. Ownership (at least 10%, directly or indirectly) in any partnership?
3. If election to become FDE occurred during the year, bad debt or stock loss claimed
by owner?

4. If FDE is owned directly or indirectly (through flow-through) by a domestic
corporation, and the FDR incurred a net operating loss): Is the FDE a “separate
unit” under Treasury Reg. 1.1503(d)-1(b)(4)? (emphasis added)
A. Highlights consideration of “dual consolidated loss” (DCL) rules (more below)

B. Separate unit includes an interest in a hybrid (meaning subject to foreign
corporate income tax at entity level) entity or a “foreign branch” separate unit.
5. If FDE is owned by a CFC: Were there any intra-company transactions between the
FDE and the CFC, or any other branch of the CFC, during the tax year in which the
FDE acted as a manufacturing, selling or purchasing branch?
A. Highlights consideration of the Sect. 954(d) foreign base company sales income
branch rules
© 2012 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated
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Form 8858: Reporting Of “Disregarded” Transactions
• USP manufactures products for 80.
USP

90

• USP sells products to Sarl for 90.

US

• Sarl locates customers and sells
them products for 100.
Products

100

Sarl
LU

• How much profit should Sarl’s
Schedule H show — 10 or 20?
• What if Sarl borrowed money
from USP and pays 15 of
interest as well?

Customers
Products
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Form 8858: Reporting Of “Disregarded” Transactions —
Schedule H Implications

USP

90
US

Products

100

Sarl
LU

Customers
Products

• Line 1 of Schedule H asks for net
profit/loss per foreign books; may tie to
final line (No. 8) in Schedule C
• Instructions to Schedule H indicate that
Line 1 results should then be adjusted to
conform to U.S. GAAP and U.S. tax
accounting principles. Line No. 2 net
additions, Line No 3 for net subtractions
• Examples in Form 8858 instructions
address, for example, capital gains and
losses, altering cost recovery
mechanisms and inventory reserve.
• No guidance, however, on whether
“disregarded” transactions should be
reversed out
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Form 8858: Reporting Of “Disregarded”
Transactions (Cont.)
• In previous example, Sarl reports for local purposes 10 of net sales income, minus
15 of interest expense to USP, or a net loss of (5).

• The only “existing” (that is, non-disregarded) item of income for U.S. tax
purposes, however, is USP’s 20 of sales income. The mark-up cost paid by
Sarl, and the interest expense paid by Sarl, are generally disregarded.
• Inconsistency between taxpayers or advisers on this issue
• Ambiguity for treatment of disregarded transactions can have serious collateral
implications. Most notably, the DCL accounting rules in Treasury Reg. 1.1503(d)5(c)(1)(ii) provide that items of income, gain, deduction and loss that are generally
disregarded for U.S. tax purposes are not re-regarded in computing DCL.
• That such disregarded items are taken into account in the foreign jurisdiction
doesn’t matter (despite the rules’ focus on “double-dipping”). See, e.g., Treas.
Reg. 1.1503(d)-7(c), Exs. 23 and 25
•

Thus, from a DCL accounting perspective, Sarl would have 20 of net income.
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Form 8858: Reporting Of “Disregarded”
Transactions (Cont.)
• Circling back to Question 4 in Schedule G: Did Sarl in the example incur a
“net operating loss” that would lead it to answer “yes” for that question?

• No definition of “net operating loss” or explicit reference to final line of
Schedule H
• If Sarl reports net loss of (5) on final line of Schedule H, wouldn’t that
suggest that the answer to Question 4 of Schedule G would be yes?
• Sarl would not have a DCL based on the information provided,
however, because there would be positive 20 of income attributable to
it under the Treasury Reg. 1.1503(d)-5(c)(3)(i) “books-and-records, asadjusted-to-conform-to-U.S.–tax-principles” approach.
• Lack of coordination between Schedule H calculations and rules that
require separate accounting for FDEs (e.g., DCL rules and Sect. 987 QBU
computations) creates confusion and uncertainty.
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Internal Cost-Plus Branches
• USP has a rep office (RO) in China
that performs research, promotional
marketing and other services for USP in
China.
• RO is legally prohibited from earning
its own revenue. It reports cost-plus
amount for Chinese tax and standalone financial statements.

USP
US

Maquiladora

RO

$

MX
IE

CN

$

US Group
US

• USP also owns a manufacturing
subsidiary in Mexico that is
disregarded.
• Maquiladora earns a cost-plus markup from USP that is reported in Mexico;
no other, or external, revenue source.
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Form 8858: DCL Implications For
Internal Cost-Plus Branches
• Because the cost-plus payment comes from USP in both examples, the income leg is
disregarded for U.S. tax purposes and thus not taken into account in computing whether a
DCL is incurred by RO or Maquiladora.

• Consider again whether this would be reported on Schedule H, leading to a positive
income number that would then lead taxpayer to answer “no” to Question 4 of Schedule
G because there was no “net operating loss.” Have seen numerous cases of missed
DCL elections, requiring reasonable cause relief to fix, on this basis
• End result: Any otherwise recognized items of expense or deduction attributable to RO and
Maquiladora may cause those separate units to have a net loss that is a DCL, attendant
deductibility restrictions and compliance issues.
• RO and Maquiladora reporting cost-plus profit in China and Mexico is, unfortunately, largely
irrelevant. The DCL rules key off whether a U.S. tax loss is attributable to the entity, without
regard to whether there is actually a loss in the foreign jurisdiction .
• See, e.g., Treas. Reg. 1.1503(d)-7(c), Exs. 30, 31 and 33 (illustrating DCLs incurred by
hybrid entities, even though no loss in foreign jurisdiction because of base and timing
differences); and Treas. Reg. 1.1503(d)-6(a)(2) (lack of foreign affiliate or foreign
consolidation mechanism does not preclude DCL restrictions)
© 2012 KPMG LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership and the U.S. member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated
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Form 8858: Schedule M
•Transactions between foreign disregarded
entity of a foreign tax owner and the filer or
other related entities

•Similar to Schedule M for Form 5471 and
Schedule N of Form 8865
•Is Schedule M reporting necessary for
transactions between a FDE and its CFC/CFP
tax owner, or between multiple FDEs of same
CFC/CFP tax owner?
• Per Announcement 2004-4, in this context
the IRS is only looking for information that is
necessary to administer provisions of the tax
law that recognize inter-branch transactions,
such as the foreign currency rules.
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Russell Mansky, Spott Lucey & Wall

FOREIGN INCOME FORMS
FOR INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS

Passive Foreign Investment
Companies (Form 8621)
I.

What is a PFIC (IRC 1297)?
A. Gross income test
B. Assets income production test
C. Look-through exception

II.

Where are you most likely to find
them?
A. Managed accounts
― Foreign mutual fund
― ETF
B. Inside other foreign assets
― Corporation, partnership,
estate and trust lookthrough rules (IRC 1298)
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Passive Foreign Investment
Companies (Form 8621), Cont.
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Passive Foreign Investment
Companies (Form 8621), Cont.
III. Taxation regimes for PFICs
A. Default treatment (IRC 1291)

― Gain/loss treatment
― Excess distributions
B. QEF election (IRC 1295)
1.

Pros and cons
— Only way to get capital gain treatment from a PFIC
— Information likely not available for foreign funds

2.
C.

Deemed sale option

Mark to Market Approach (IRC 1296)

― Must be a marketable stock
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Passive Foreign Investment
Companies (Form 8621), Cont.
IV. Importance of tax planning
A. Avoiding PFIC rules through tax
planning

V.

Items to keep in mind
A. PFIC rules only apply during
U.S. residency period.
― Regs. §1.1291-9(j)(1)
B. Deemed sale of PFICs at
residency termination
― Prop Regs. §1.1291-3(b)(2)
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Foreign Earned Income Exclusion
(Form 2555)
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Foreign Earned Income Exclusion
(Form 2555), Cont.
I.

Bona fide residence test
— Danger for green card holders
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Foreign Earned Income Exclusion
(Form 2555), Cont.
II.

Physical presence test
— Extension Form 2350
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Foreign Earned Income Exclusion
(Form 2555), Cont.
III. Advanced planning, inbound with 6013(h) election
—

Be prepared to defend the position

IV. Foreign housing exclusion

—
V.

Country limits

Watch out for partnership and self-employment income special treatment
—

Reduction of benefit

VI. Calculation of tax
—
40

Surprise tax rate for U.S.-sourced income

Foreign Tax Credit (Form 1116)
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Foreign Tax Credit (Form 1116), Cont.
I.

What are the limitations on your ability to claim a credit for foreign taxes
paid?
A.

FTC reduction for 911 exclusion

B.

Treaty rates and how they affect your FTC

C.

Excluded countries (Pub 514)

D. Capital gain addback
II.

High tax kick-out

A.
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When does this apply, and what is the effect?

Foreign Tax Credit (Form 1116), Cont.
III. Foreign taxes paid vs. accrued accounting method

A.

Effects of election
—

Pros/cons

IV. What to do about refunds?

A.

Amendment
—

43

Adjust carryovers

IRS Hot-Button Filings
A. FBAR (Form TD F 90-22.1)
B. Form 8938

— Foreign pensions
— Life insurance contracts with
cash surrender value
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Douglas Holland, KPMG

IRS ENFORCEMENT AND
ACTIVITY IN THIS AREA

Delinquent International-Related Information Returns
Automatic Penalty Relief Under FAQ No. 18 Of Latest OVDI
• Available to U.S. persons who:
• Reported, and paid tax on, all taxable income attributable to ownership
of, and transactions with, foreign entities and accounts
• Recently learned of reporting requirement
• Have not been contacted by IRS regarding an income tax examination
or a request for delinquent returns

• Eligible forms - penalty relief limited to failure to comply with foreign
information reporting rules
• Income tax returns do not qualify (e.g., Form 1120-F)

• What does qualify: Forms 926, 3520, 3520-A, 5471, 5472, 8858,
8865, 8938
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Other Considerations
• OVDI does not apply, of course, to elections and forms that are not part of the foreign
information series (e.g., does not cover DCL or FIRPTA statements, gain recognition
agreements, etc.).

• Relief for several international filings (such as those listed above) have been shifted
away from the IRS national office and “9100 Relief” PLRs out to the field, where they are
handled through “reasonable cause” relief standards.
• Open question of whether “reasonable cause” standards are more stringent than
Treasury Reg. 301.9100-3(b) rules
• IRS (at least at field level) has suggested yes in advice memoranda.
• Anecdotal evidence of more stringent standards, rejections of requests

• No clear articulation yet, though, of how much of a case is necessary beyond “I
forgot, coming clean and no harm, no foul”
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